
 

 

Coronavirus weekly roundup 

 

Welcome to our Coronavirus weekly round up, highlighting a selection of our key insights 

issued this week. 

COVID-19 Audit and Risk assessments 

Comply with government guidelines | save time 
and reduce costs 

Use our pre-built risk assessment templates to instantly adhere to government 

guidelines, document regulatory compliance, and automate hazard 

identification/remediation. 

Sign up for our 60 day free, no obligation trial to access the platform and templates. 

Read more 

 

  
 

COVID-19 claims set to increase 
 

Whilst CRU data and anecdotal evidence from insurers is that new claim notifications remain 

modest, the Daily Herald (3 May 2021) suggests that this may be set to change. Thompsons 

solicitors and Scottish Hazards (a charity for non-unionised workers) report that enquiries in 

new claims are increasing from a “handful” to 400 a week. 

Read more 

 

The under reporting of COVID-19 RIDDOR and 
the adequacy of the HSE guidance on 
respiratory protection 

 

https://weightmans.email/e/fc06hsa58o4woia/14731ec2-1864-4e43-be48-1d7ff74da05d
https://weightmans.email/e/we0slsedguedbdq/14731ec2-1864-4e43-be48-1d7ff74da05d
https://weightmans.email/e/xleogilyoqp1g/14731ec2-1864-4e43-be48-1d7ff74da05d


Professor Agius suggests that the current HSE guidance on when RIDDOR reports are 

made, requires revision. In a cogently argued article for the Journal of Personal Injury 

Litigation, June 2021 [JP1 Law 2021 2.69-77] Professor Raymond M Agius examines the 

role of the coroners courts and the HSE during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Read more 

 

HMCTS weekly update 

 

Here we highlight the operational guidance from HMCTS each week to assist in 

preparation for court attendances and hearings. 

General COVID guidance 

▪ The courts remain open, even in areas where the transmission of the new 

COVID-19 variant is spreading 

▪ HMCTS are actively encouraging all visitors to the courts and all staff to take 

part in surge testing in areas affected by COVID variants of concern. Further, 

twice-weekly asymptomatic rapid testing should be undertaken by staff 

regardless of their vaccination status. Individuals who show a positive test 

should self-isolate and follow the latest NHS advice. Surge testing guidance can 

be found here  

▪ Home test kits are available from all courts and tribunals for all professional 

court users, legal professionals, judiciary, contractors, jurors, witness services 

and staff who attend scheduled hearings 

▪ The COVID risk assessments are reviewed each week by HMCTS and updated if 

necessary 

▪ All court users must continue to wear a face covering in all communal and 

public parts of the court buildings 

▪ Fluid Resistant Surgical Masks are provided by HMCTS to professional visitors 

to custody suites 

▪ The Crowne Plaza in Chester will open this week as a Nightingale court 

replacing the one currently operating at Chester Town Hall 

▪ Nightingale courts in Birmingham, Hull, Lancaster, Middlesborough and 

Stafford will all close at the end of June 2021 

▪ The current list of operational Nightingale courts can be found here.  

https://weightmans.email/e/03ewndq0w30g9sw/14731ec2-1864-4e43-be48-1d7ff74da05d
https://weightmans.email/e/ml0or3yohdhffzg/14731ec2-1864-4e43-be48-1d7ff74da05d
https://weightmans.email/e/y10y6d6bci1yrfg/14731ec2-1864-4e43-be48-1d7ff74da05d


Keep in touch 
 

Follow us on social media to receive our latest 
updates direct to your feed. 
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